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“The Siding (Gecko) Gauge leads all other alignment 
devices in ease of use, speed, and effectiveness. 

James Hardie recommends the use of the 
Siding (Gecko) Gauge when installing lap siding.”

*Installation speed percentages and above quotes from “Labor and Efficiency Manual” 
as published by James Hardie Building Products, Inc. Visit www.pactool.us/siding-tools 

for more information.

Siding Made Easy.
The Gecko Gauge speeds fiber cement 

siding installation by nearly 50%!



Give yourself a hand.
Working as a pair, the Gecko Gauge clamps to each 
siding course, acting as a second set of hands to gauge 
and support each course for nailing. Get fast, accurate 
one-person installation with less fatigue and virtually 
no layout. 

Every Gecko Gauge uses a patented “friction-cam” 
mechanism for incredible holding power to fully 
support up to 16’ siding lengths. 

Our SA903 models feature a non-marring design — 
great for primed and pre-painted siding, while our 
SA902 models are made with ultra-durable aluminum 
and recommended for primed (non-painted) siding only.

With models for fiber cement and engineered wood 
siding products, the Gecko Gauge will take your siding 
installation to the next level!

SA903
 For use with 5/16” fiber cement siding products 
  Adjusts at 1/4” increments for 4”-8” siding reveals

SA90376
 For 7/16” thick engineered wood siding products
  Adjusts at 1/4” increments for 4”-8” siding reveals 

SA90338
 For 3/8” thick engineered wood siding products
  Adjusts at 1/4” increments for 4”-8” siding reveals

SA903M8 (metric)

 For 8mm thick fiber cement siding products
 Adjusts at 10mm increments for 100-240mm reveals

SA902
 For use with 5/16” fiber cement siding products 
  Adjusts for 5”, 6”, 7”, and 8” siding reveals
  Durable aluminum construction

SA902A.01
 Designed for use with 5/8” thick James Hardie 

 ArtisanTM Lap siding
  Adjusts for 4”, 6”, and 7” siding reveals

90202.12
 Accessory extension kit adds 10”, 10-3/4”, and 11-1/2”  

 reveals to the SA902

Gecko Gauge models: 
All models sold in pairs

Visit pactool.us/demo or scan 
this code with your mobile 

device to see the Gecko Gauge 
in-action today!



SS414 Fiber Cement Curve Shear 
  Cuts 90º angles and tight curves in 

 fiber cement up to 5/16” thick.
  Smooth, fast cuts with no airborne dust
 Heavy-duty 1/2” spindle
 Powerful 6.5 amp motor

SS404 Fiber Cement Siding Shear 
  Cuts fiber cement siding up to 

 5/16” thick
 Smooth, fast cuts with no 

 airborne dust
 Heavy-duty 1/2” spindle
 Powerful 6.5 amp motor

SS424 Fiber Cement Backer Board Shear 
 Cuts 1/4”-1/2” HardiBacker ®

  Dust-free indoor /outdoor operation
  Faster and easier than score-and-snap
 Heavy-duty 1/2” spindle
 Powerful 6.5 amp motor

Snapper Shear 400 Series
Our “tough as nails” contractor shears 

 *See James Hardie’s “Good, Better, Best Cutting Practices” document here:
https://www.jameshardiepros.com/silica-resource-center/resources
†For information on the latest OSHA guidelines for managing airborne   
Crystalline Silica, visit: www.osha.gov/dsg/topics/silicacrystalline/index.html
HardiBacker is registered trademark of James Hardie Building Products.

Say Goodbye 
to Dust.
Powerful. Dust-Free. Economical. 

The Snapper Shear is the single best 

solution for cutting fiber cement 

products, as confirmed by James 

Hardie’s “Good, Better, Best Cutting 

Practices” publication.*

With OSHA placing tougher standards 

on airborne silica dust exposure†, the 

Snapper Shear is the easiest way to 

stay compliant. Eliminate noisy saws, 

vacuums, respirators, and the mess —

saving both time and money.

Snapper Shear blades cut up to 20,000 

running feet of fiber cement siding. 

That’s enough for 15 average homes, 

compared to saw blades that can 

become dull after just one job. 

When you need portable, dust-free 

performance, nothing else beats 

Snapper Shear.



SS204 Fiber Cement 
Siding Shear 
  Cuts fiber cement siding up to 

 5/16” thick
 4.8 amp motor
 Smooth, fast cuts with no 

 airborne dust

Model 40253
Fiber Cement Siding  
Blade Kit

SS201 Sheet Metal Shear 
  Cuts mild steel sheet metal 

 up to 18 gauge
 4.8 amp motor

Model 42253 
Fiber Cement Backer Board 
Blade Kit

Snapper Shear 200 Series
Value and durability make the cut

Replacement Blades
Keep your Snapper Shear cutting clean and fast with our 
original high quality siding and backer board blades.

With the heavy-duty Snapper Shear 

SS424 for backer board, cutting 

HardiBacker® has never been easier. 

Twice as fast as traditional score-and-

snap methods—using the SS424 

indoors creates less dust, noise, and 

clean up. It also eliminates trips to-and-

from outdoor cutting stations. Use the 

Snapper Shear to get the job done  

faster, cleaner, and safer.

Keep It Clean…
…Inside Or Out.



Shingle Sider
Model SA908 
  Supports ledger board for 

 one-person shingle installation
  Works with shingle and shake 

 siding or roofing
  Eliminates ledger board nailing 

 and vapor barrier penetration 
  Adjusts for virtually any reveal size
  Sold in pairs

Roof Snake
Model RS501 
  Install new shingles without damaging existing courses
  Nail-slot feature ensures proper 1” nail offset
  Nail-pulling end replaces need for a flat bar

With its adjustable clamp design, 
the Shingle Sider works as a 
pair to gauge and support your 
ledgerboard—without chalklines or 
nails—for one-person installation. 
It also eliminates unnecessary 
penetration of the vapor barrier.

The Roof Snake makes replacing composition shingles 
easier, safer, and more accurate than traditional 
methods. Remove and replace 3-tab style shingles 
without over-bending or striking surrounding shingles 
(or fingers) with your hammer!

Get Fast and Accurate 
Shingle Installation with 
the Shingle Sider.

 TM

The Roof SnakeTMMakes Composition 
Shingle Replacement Easy.





Comments? Questions? 
Contact us at: 800.697.8665 or info@generaltools.com
fax: 212.431.6499 / web: generaltools.com/pactool • 75 Seaview Drive, Secaucus, NJ 07094


